
 

Your lifestyle. Your tile choice.

Tiles are always a premier choice. With so many colors, sizes, shapes & textures to choose from, it is unfathomable what tile
experts can do, to make your home dreams come true. Most households require flooring that can withstand newborn kids,
grown-up kids, messy kids, pets, lively guests, heavy furniture and so much more. If this sounds like your home, look no further
beyond tiles. Not only do tiles suit your lifestyle, they also bring with them ease of clean. Look up our blogs, you will see sustaining
tiles is not a mammoth task at all.

A homeowner’s foremost focus in renovating a home is to look for the best for their living room. Why? Because a living room is
the face of a home. Best furniture, finely painted walls. Nice rugs, lovely lights, but what about the floor? The floor is what people
observe first. Available in beige and grey, RAK Ceramics’ Cementino tiles are perfect not just for large to medium living rooms but
also add a classic theme to studio apartments. Also not to forget RAK Ceramics’ irresistible Honeycomb tiles. Perfect for light
commercial traffic areas & designed with an eye for detail, these tiles are perfect for those who like to keep it minimal and yet
sophisticated. Available in white & brown, Honeycomb tiles are a good choice for any home.
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Let’s talk about the heart of the home first. Kitchen. Not only should a kitchen look stylish, but it must also be able to endure
spills, grease & dirt. Agree? Ceramic tiles are water-resistant. Procurable in the color brown, RAK Ceramics’ Columbia collection,
makes every homeowner’s kitchen dreams come true.

Cherry-picking the right bathroom tiles, need not be hard. Always allocate some time to look at what kind of tiles you would like.
Always make a note of the slip factor. Glossy tiles look really pretty however are awfully slippery when wet. Presenting, RAK
Ceramics’ Crema Flurry or DigiPix Blossom tiles. Available in cream & white respectively, these ceramic tiles are an excellent
choice for bathroom areas. Giving the color brown, all sorts of hues, RAK Ceramics’ Kathmandu ceramic tiles also make up for
our customers’ favorite choice.
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RAK Ceramics brings you Sanitaryware that is ergonomically fit. We never underestimate the importance of comfort & quality
which is paramount when it comes to our customers. From rimless to hidden fixations, RAK Ceramics brings you a wide range of
products that are carefully curated for the usage of one and all. Do look us up at https://www.rakceramics.com/india/en-
in/bathroom-kitchen/bathroom-kitchen-technology/#section-design-style for more.

Lastly, don’t let your outdoor choices be any less. RAK Ceramics’ Laura tiles function supremely well as countertops, shower
walls & backsplashes. So let those pool areas, children play area look supremely elegant. These are available in brown & beige, in
matt and satin finish. This creates an organized look and makes cleaning, a hassle-free process.
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